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President’s Message
Renewal and Growth

It’s renewal time, and one of my duties as 
President is to encourage you to support 
our organization financially. This is always 
somewhat of a dreaded task, as I know 
we’re all bombarded with donation and 
membership renewal requests at this time 
of year. However, I hope you do choose to 
support us, as your renewal can lead to our 
growth as an organization (please note that 
you can use the form provided on the back 
cover of the newsletter, or simply renew 
online through our website).

In 2019, we have many accomplishments of 
which we can be proud. We hosted two very 
successful conferences (Vernal Poolooza 
and the Wetlands Mitigating Harmful Algal Blooms Symposium headed up 
by Ray Stewart and our distinguished board member, Dr. William Mitsch), 
presented and were exhibitors at several key conferences, and several of our 
board members continued to get our message out through presentations and 
specialized training programs, such as Ray’s Marsh Monitoring program. We 
also served as an information source for many individuals across our great 
state, who reached out to us through our website with their questions and 
concerns about wetlands. 

As we close the chapter on another year, however, I am compelled to focus 
not on the past, but on our future as an organization. We are undergoing 
change as an organization, with the noteworthy loss of our dearly-departed 
Delores Cole and Ray’s departure from the board. Thankfully, we have two 
new and ambitious board members, Kyle Bailey (Richland Co. Park District) 
and Logan Dunn (Preservation Parks of Delaware County) and Ray will still be 
around, serving OWA as an Ambassador for public education and outreach. 
As we look ahead, I plan to improve our website/web presence, work with 
our Treasurer Tammy Miller to identify an appropriate financial professional 
to conduct a routine audit of our books, improve outreach and increase 
membership (and member engagement!), and devise plans for a student 
research grant program. On top of all of this, we’ll be heavy into planning our 
next Vernal Poolooza for 2021. All of these endeavors require funding, and I 
hope you’ll agree that these initiatives are worthy of your financial support 
as we grow through your renewal. Thank you for your support!

Warm Regards,

Mark Dilley, President

Ohio Wetlands Association

Mark Dilley - O.W.A. President
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Yellow-headed Blackbird
by Ray Stewart

Have you ever seen a big flock of blackbirds where 
one or two individuals just didn’t quite fit? In Ohio, 
the Yellow-headed Blackbird is far less common than 
Red-winged Blackbirds. Largely considered a western 
and prairie species, they can be seen in Ohio’s marshes 
throughout the state but especially in northwest Ohio.

The adult male is a large blackbird with a conical bill and 
yellow head and breast. A white wing patch can be seen, 
especially in flight. The female is less dramatic with only 
some yellow in the head. They tend to work across open 
fields taking seeds off the ground. In a mixed flock, they 
tend to leap-frog over the scrum as they scour the ground. 

Look for Yellow-headed Blackbirds in marshes and nearby fields. Their nests are made directly over the 
water in reeds and cattails. A male will establish a prime territory where he may attract several females. He 
will help raise the young but tends to favor the first established nest. 

They may be difficult to see when in the tall emergent vegetation of a marsh. Listen for harsh calls with 
a squeaking, rusty hinge, buzzing song that easy to distinguish from the more common Red-winged 
Blackbirds call. Always be alert for something different. Though it may be easy to overlook among the 
common flocks of blackbirds, watch for the white wing patch or yellow head. While nesting birds may be 
especially rare, migratory birds are most likely to be seen in May through July.

Bioblitzes Fast Track the Conservation Efforts at Coyote Run
David and Tammy, owners of Coyote Run, bought the largest piece 
of their property in April of 2016. However, it wasn’t until later that 
year that they discovered what a vernal pool was and why they were 
important. A vernal pool outing was an eye-opening experience, and 
the couple realized their new property had “wet woods,” too. An 
initial phone conversation with OWA’s Ray Stewart led to a site visit, 
and soon David and Tammy were all in to protect the vernal pools on 
their property.

Ray suggested a bioblitz would be useful and provide a base line data 
base of the flora and fauna at Coyote Run. With Ray’s guidance, the first bioblitz was organized by OWA in 
2017. One of the key tools Ray introduced was the use of iNaturalist. Many of the participants in the bioblitz 
used the mobile phone app, and Coyote Run began accumulating species on the iNaturalist database server. 
Additional bioblitzes were held in 2018 and 2019. The species tally from these events was a staggering 1,505 
at the time of this writing!

For 2020, Coyote Run plans to again partner with OWA for a bioblitz in April. Each bioblitz has been held 
at a different time of year to capture the maximum species diversity. Like previous events, Coyote Run will 
provide facilities for camping for participants. Of course, bioblitzes are not only about gathering observations 
and increasing the species count, but also about providing the opportunity for like-minded folk to get 
together and improve public awareness of the value of the habitats on this special property. 

Coyote Run thanks the OWA for providing the support and guidance to protect these natural areas, and OWA 
thanks Coyote Run for the wonderful opportunity to be part of their unique story!

Restoration works!  Follow Coyote Run at https://www.facebook.com/CoyoteRunOhio/.

The “Tabernacle” at Coyote Run Farm
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The Cuyahoga River Has Been 
Officially Designated as an 
Ohio Water Trail!
On October 11th, 2019, the Ohio Department of 
Natural Resources marked 50 years since the last 
fire on the Cuyahoga River and paid tribute to the 
environmental work conducted for its benefit. The 
Department designated the Cuyahoga River as the 
13th official water trail of Ohio.

This new designation prioritizes recreation on the 
river, specifically paddle craft, by implementing 
signage, maps, educational materials, and twenty-
four points of entry. Water trail designation is 
significant because it supports consumers to 
boost tourism and conservation along the river 
by increasing the resources available to them for 
recreation. 

The Cuyahoga River has a large variety of recreation 
opportunities available to adventurous paddlers, 
such as the calm and scenic headwaters as well as 
the rigorous paddling one can find while traversing 
the Cuyahoga Falls gorge!

Fifty years of environmental stewardship from 
multiple organizations, including the Cuyahoga 
National Park, nonprofits, federal agencies, cities 
and municipalities along the river, and even 
grassroots movements, has transformed the 
Burning River back to its natural glory so that it may 
be enjoyed for generations to come.

The Marsh Builders
Book Review by Ray Stewart

The Marsh Builders, the Fight 
for Clean Water, Wetlands, 
and Wildlife by Sharon Levy 
was published by Oxford 
University Press last year 
(Levy, 2018). Its global 

perspective reflects many of the Ohio Wetlands Association’s thoughts, concerns and 
ambitions for many years. This non-fiction book begins with historic accounts of the 
ways that urban living fouled the rivers where most cities were established, killing off 
wildlife, ruining drinking water sources and spreading disease.

This book was recommended to me by Dr. Wm. Mitsch, OWA Board Member, who is cited in this book and 
referenced not only for his acclaimed textbook, Wetlands (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2015) , but for his decades 
long work at Ohio State University and now at the Everglades Wetland Research Park in Naples, Florida. 

Marsh Builders follows the progression of wetland loss and water pollution. Levy digs deep into a 
convoluted citizen uprising in Humbolt County, California where disputes around the policies of sewage 
discharges into the bay were contentious and protracted. They created a treatment wetland, one of the first 
in the U.S., that improved water quality and wildlife in and around the bay. 

The opening chapters look at the challenges of water pollution globally, including cholera epidemics and 
how scientists discovered that microbes break down pollutants in water. Recognition of microbiology and 
the germ theory of disease eventually led to the employment of wetlands as efficient filters to remove 
harmful substances from urban discharges.

One of the stories comes from Denmark where nutrient loads from agricultural runoff created a dead zone 
in the Kattegat, a shallow sea adjacent to Sweden. The government put farmers on a nutrient diet that 
allowed the application of only 90% of optimum amounts of fertilizer. They also restored 16,000 hectares 
(40,000 acres) of wetland to intercept streams before they discharged into the sea.        (CONTINUED ON Pg. 4 )
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(CONTINUED FROM Pg 3)    In less than 20 years, loads of nitrogen were down 50% and phosphorus reduced by 
90%.

The power of the Clean Water Act in the U.S. has not been as assertive as Denmark’s actions. The massive 
dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico is directly related to agricultural runoff across the extensive Mississippi 
River drainage. The Clean Water Act keeps agricultural practices largely exempt from federal regulations. 
Non-point source pollution is a challenge. Eileen McLellan, a scientist from the Environmental Defense 
Fund, has worked to identify the highest nutrient concentrations entering the watershed. When talking with 
farmers she was surprised to learn how much they want to find a solution. They seem to understand that 
eventually they will be held accountable and were eager to discuss economically viable options.

In a telling case, Des Moines, Iowa Waterworks sued three upstream counties because nitrogen pollution 
had made their source of water undrinkable. Des Moines has invested heavily in nitrogen removal for the 
city’s drinking water. Over time the concentration of nitrogen has exceeded their capacity to filter it. The 
biggest culprits are the industrial meat producers in Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO’s) that 
release high nitrogen manure into the environment. 

A strategically placed wetland/prairie at the confluence of sub-watersheds can be built to filter out 70% 
of the nitrogen carried by the stream. At 40 acres per project, the total would be significant although a 
very small percentage of all productive land. Iowa alone would need to establish from 4,000 to 7,000 such 
projects as well as other best management practices to significantly control nutrient pollution. While there 
would be a large investment in treatment wetlands, Des Moines is looking at an additional $100 million in 
water treatment facilities for nutrient removal to address their own water needs. Such costs will be passed 
along to 500,000 residents of the city.

These and other anecdotes about the processes and revelations that inform our understanding of the 
various ways that wetlands serve human interests can be found among the pages of this delightful book. 
The value of the ecology of wetlands worldwide is a story that is just beginning to be told. The perspective 
of centuries of loss and abuse of wetlands, and the concomitant loss of their public service is now coming 
to light. Marsh Builders supports the notion that restoration of wetlands will make Ohio, the rest of the 
country and, indeed, much of the world a better place.

Bibliography Levy, S. (2018). The Marsh Builders: The Fight for Clean Water, Wetlands, and Wildlife. New 
York, NY: Oxford University Press.Mitsch, W. J., & Gosselink, J. G. (2015). Wetlands (Fifth edition). Hoboken, 
NJ: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

Restoration of Mentor Marsh 
is Magnificent
Editor’s Note:  This article, by Jim McCormac, ran 
in the September 15th Columbus Dispatch and is 
used here with permission.

On Aug. 13, I journeyed to the largest undiked 
wetland on the U.S. shores of Lake Erie: Mentor 
Marsh, just east of Cleveland. My guides were 
Becky Donaldson and Ben Piazza, Cleveland 
Museum of Natural History employees and on-
the-ground marsh managers.

We hopped in an Argo “marsh buggy” and set off 
on a comprehensive tour of the 800-acre wetland. 
I have long been familiar with the marsh, but the 
changes that have been wrought in recent years 
are stunning.                     (CONTINUED ON PG. 5)

Boardwalk Trail at Mentor Marsh
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(CONTINUED FROM PG. 4) 

Disaster struck in the 1960s, when tailings from local salt-mining operations leached into a nearby feeder 
creek. Salt might be good on fries, but it’s disastrous for freshwater marshes. The worst consequence of the 
salinity spike was invasion by an aggressive nonnative grass, Phragmites australis, or common reed.

The Eurasian grass is salt-tolerant, and it eventually cloaked nearly the entire wetland. Indigenous flora 
was choked out by the nearly impenetrable stand of 10-foot-tall bamboo-like plants, and biodiversity                                                                                                                                     
plummeted.(CONTINUED FROM PG 4) A Mentor Marsh strangled by Phragmites was all that I, and most of my 
contemporaries, knew. However, in a stunning reversal of fortunes, the Cleveland museum has orchestrated 
one of the most ambitious wetland restorations on the Great Lakes.

Beginning in 2004, common reed control was implemented. It was baby steps at first, but in recent years the 
efforts have grown tremendously in intensity. The varied management tactics include physical mashing and 
cutting, aerial spraying, and on-the-ground herbicide treatments.

I could hardly believe my eyes as Donaldson and Piazza shepherded me through the marsh. There was 
scarcely any common reed to be seen. Freed from the shackles of this infestation, native flora has resurfaced 
from the seedbank.

Dozens of native-plant species, some not seen in decades, dotted the marsh: pink mists of swamp milkweed, 
attracting migrant monarch butterflies; swamp rose mallow, with its gargantuan showy pink flowers formed 
thickets; brilliant magenta flowering spikes of swamp loosestrife — a native — bringing numerous butterflies.

Nearly 200 species of native plants have been documented, and most are far more prevalent now that the 
common reed has been removed. New finds are made every year, and Donaldson recently made a stellar 
discovery, the state-endangered northern wild rice.

The astronomical spike in floristic diversity has spawned a proliferation of animal life. We saw birds galore, 
including bald eagle, Caspian tern, common gallinule, osprey, Virginia rail, wood duck and many others. Fish 
such as pike and yellow perch have returned, and beaver and river otters are occasionally spotted.

A healthy marsh is a boon for the Cleveland region, attracting scores of natural-history enthusiasts from far 
and wide. Lake Erie water quality is better, and visual appeal for local residents is enhanced. The threat of 
blazes that erupted periodically in stands of incendiary common reed has been eliminated.

Many partners have played a role in Mentor Marsh’s recovery, including the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, 
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation and U.S. Department of Agriculture. Dan Donaldson of the Lake County 
Soil and Water Conservation District was especially helpful in implementing restoration practices.

But the catalyst for this success story is the Cleveland Museum’s Natural Areas Program and its visionary 
leader, Jim Bissell. He and his staff — Donaldson, Piazza, David Kriska and others — have done the heavy 
lifting.

Mentor Marsh was Ohio’s first state nature preserve, dedicated in 1971. Kudos to the Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History for working to return it to its original splendor.

For more information, visit www.cmnh.org/mentor-marsh.

Naturalist Jim McCormac writes a column for The Dispatch on the first, third and fifth Sundays of the month. 
He also writes about nature at www.jimmccormac.blogspot.com.
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A Plant to Thrill:  American Lotus 
(Nelumbo lutea)

Editor’s Note:  Board Member Mark Dilley delivered a 
presentation at the 2016 Flora Quest conference with the 
title “Wetland Plants:  Twenty to Thrill, Five to Kill.”  He 
will be sharing details of select plants from this talk in a 
series of articles for the OWA newsletter.  Mark must credit 
this current article to his company’s awesome intern, Kate 
Gorman.

The American Lotus (Nelumbo lutea), sometimes called 
the American Yellow Lotus, is a member of the Family 
Nymphaeaceae (the water-lily family) and displays 
aquatic, pale yellow flowers. These perennial blooms are 
surrounded by a sea of large, fan-like leaves that either 
rest on the water’s surface or rise above the surface and 
stand erect. The flower has a characteristic lotus shape, 
with overlapping, skyward facing petals as well as a distinct, 
cone-like center of the flower. This conspicuous plant is 
found across the Eastern United States, Northern Mexico, 
and Southern Canada, with peaking blooms from late June 
to early September. 

This extremely tolerant species can grow in both warm and cold waters and it thrives in practically any soil 
that is permanently covered by standing water. American Lotus contains aerenchyma tissue, which allows 
the plant to grow in water up to four feet deep. This tissue facilitates pressurized gas flow, allowing the 
stems of the flowers and leaves to rise through the water column. Due to this depth tolerance and ability 
to reproduce by both seed and rhizome, it can quickly spread and reproduce, creating bountiful habitat for 
fish and macroinvertebrates. 

Numerous species of wildlife utilize the 
American Lotus as a food source, including 
Canada geese, northern shovelers, 
mallards, and many other waterfowl 
species. Muskrats are also known to feed 
on the lotus, particularly the rhizomes and 
peduncles (leaf stems). Humans have also 
indulged in the delicious rewards of lotus 
foraging. The seeds in particular can be 
consumed like nuts when dried, or ground 
into a flour-like powder. The large rhizomes 
and spinach-like leaves are also quite a 
delicious meal, proving this iconic aquatic 
flower is as useful as it is beautiful.

====================================
June 6, 2015. Plant Database, Nelumbo 
lutea. Retrieved from the University of Texas 
at Austin, Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower 
Center. https://www.wildflower.org/plants/
result.php?id_plant=nelu 

American Lotus with August Blooms

American Lotus seed head
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The Nature Conservancy’s Ohio Mitigation Program
by Mick Micacchion

The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is an international non-profit organization 
with a mission to conserve the lands and waters on which all life depends. 
As part of that mission, and at the request of the director of the Ohio 
Environmental Protection Agency, TNC Ohio started a state-wide In-Lieu 
Fee Mitigation ILF) program in December 2014. TNC’s In-Lieu Fee program 
is known as the Ohio Mitigation Program (OMP). 

ILF mitigation projects fund projects that compensate for wetlands and 
stream losses attributed to permitted development projects across the 
state of Ohio. The goal is to end up with more acres of wetland and more 
linear feet of streams than the amount that was impacted. This results in 
meeting the state and federal governments’ “no net loss” goal.

ILF programs receive the money for the mitigation credits prior to constructing a project. That money is 
held in an account and only administrative activities can be paid for with the money until the site selection 
is completed and the design and build contracts have been awarded to environmental restoration firms. 
With credits being bought across the state TNC must work hard to have project sites selected and potential 
projects planned for the currently 43 active watersheds (watersheds where credits have been purchased). 

ILF projects are reviewed by the Interagency Review Team (IRT), a group headed by the Army Corps of 
Engineers that includes the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Natural Resources Conservation Service, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. It is the IRT’s job to make sure all aspects of an ILF project 
is in line with all applicable rules and will result in aquatic resources of high ecological conditions.

Within the 2008 Army Corps of Engineers and US Environment Protection Agency’s Compensatory 
Mitigation Rules is a timeline for replacement of wetlands and streams for ILF programs. Once the OMP 
accepts money for credits in a watershed it has three years to start the project construction. 

Three years sounds like a lot of time, but it is actually a challenge to move to construction within that 
timeframe for most sites. There is much to be accounted for in the process, starting with finding a site that 
can provide wetland and stream credits. The next step is finding a landowner who is willing to collaborate 
on a project. Another big job is determining if the property deed has any requirements that would limit or 
preclude the project from happening. 

There is also a long line of regulatory requirements that must be followed, and four different, information 
heavy, project proposal reports that must be submitted to the IRT, then public noticed, and approved 
before a project can be fully assessed and authorized. However, TNC is working hard to make the deadline, 
or least be close, in all of its active watersheds.

The OMP is responsible for establishing projects in 43 of Ohio’s eight digit Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 
watersheds. The watersheds that comprise eight digit HUCs are quite large. For instance, the drainages 
of the Cuyahoga River, Tuscarawas River, Mahoning River, Muskingum River, Auglaize River, and Sandusky 
River each make up an eight digit HUC watershed. Wetland and stream impacts, unless the impacts are to 
Category 1 wetlands (low quality), must be replaced in the same eight digit HUC watershed in which they 
occurred. Category 1 wetland impacts can be replaced anywhere in the same Army Corps of Engineers 
District in which they occurred. These are much larger watersheds with the state broken up between its 
three Corps Districts.

OMP’s Active Watersheds
TNC wants to ensure that their projects result in the highest ecological benefits possible. Most often, when 
selecting a project site, TNC targets them to be adjacent to other significant natural resources. In that way, 

(CONTINUED ON Pg. 8)

Mick Micacchion
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the new project is not an island by itself but becomes an integral part of a much larger ecosystem. This 
provides benefits for both the existing resources and for the resources that are restored on the project site. 

For instance, when restoring vernal pools, if hydric soils can be located near already existing high quality 
vernal pools, then those hydric soil footprints offer exceptional opportunities to produce additional high 
quality vernal pools. To begin with, there are already populations of pond breeding amphibians using the 
existing vernal pools and also the adjacent terrestrial habitats (generally mature forests) surrounding the 
wetlands. 

If the hydric soils of the selected project site are in adjacent agricultural fields, then decommissioning 
of the field tiles and restoration of shallow depressions in those fields will result in wetlands with vernal 
pool hydroperiods. Planting and seeding and adding woody debris and microtopographic features to the 
substrates will set the new vernal pools on a path to developing into wetlands that will mimic the quality of 
those that were already on the property.

At the same time, the other parts of the agricultural fields can be seeded and planted with wetland plants, 
including trees and shrubs, to develop in the long run, complete reforestation of the agricultural fields. This 
process results in tying together the restored wetlands and their newly-established buffers of reforested 
habitat with the existing forested vernal pool complex. The resulting, much larger, ecosystem will increase 
the resiliency of the existing vernal pools and forest. At the same time amphibians and other fauna from the 
existing high quality vernal pools will migrate to the new vernal pools, mate, and reproduce ensuring that 
those vernal pools also become high quality resources.

This approach of making what is already good, better, means TNC is most often developing partnerships 
with county, state, and federal government, conservation organizations, and local communities that are 

(CONTINUED FROM Pg. 7)

(CONTINUED ON Pg. 9)
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already conserving natural resources. Sometimes, 
the OMP’s projects result in purchase of appropriate 
properties adjacent to their partner’s lands to increase 
the overall size of the landholding. At the end of the 
ten year monitoring period, the partner then becomes 
the long-term manager of the project site, and will be 
the recipient of the yearly monetary returns from an 
endowment account held by the OMP that will fund 
management of the project into perpetuity. 

Other times, the OMP will locate their projects on 
lands their partner already owns but does not have the 
resources to restore into natural areas. Generally, these 
properties are either old fields, young woods, or active 
agricultural fields. In these cases, TNC will provide all 
the funds for the restoration of the properties, at times 
paying its partner an easement fee, and setting up an endowment fund that will provide the partner with 
long-term management funding. 

The overall goal of the OMP is to achieve no net loss of existing wetland acreage or stream footage, and 
their associated functions. As the sponsor of this Program, TNC endeavors to use a watershed approach to 
select mitigation projects in Ohio efficiently and at beneficial economies of scale to provide for a significant 
net gain of stream and/or wetland resource functions and values where possible.  

The OMP has a large number of sites identified that are in different phases of planning, purchase, and 
construction. These proposals include three projects on TNC owned preserves, three projects on Ohio 
Department of Natural Resources lands, nine projects on Metro Park properties across the state, five 
projects on the lands of private conservation organizations, and a hand full of other projects that are in the 
early stages of coordination. In the next few years, the OMP will be adding most of these projects to Ohio’s 
landscape. The OMP is using compensatory wetland and stream mitigation projects to help make Ohio a 

better place to live 
by replacing our lost 
wetlands and streams 
with ones that function 
at the highest levels.

     A small degraded 
wetland in an 
agricultural field in 
northern Ohio that 
will be enhanced and 
restored to a larger 
wetland

A high quality wetland 
on the same property 
in northern Ohio that 
will be preserved and 
will serve as a template 
for the enhancement 
and restoration 
of wetlands in the 
agricultural fields.

  

(CONTINUED FROM Pg. 8)
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Miasma
By Ray Stewart

Before the development of scientific thought and modern medicine, the prevailing explanation for 
communicable diseases was that they were the result of bad or corrupt air. For thousands of years, this 
concept was “common knowledge” in both eastern and western cultures. Miasmatic theory goes back at 
least to the fourth century B.C.E., when the Greek physician Hippocrates equated bad air with pestilence. 
During the time of Caesar Augustus, the renowned architect, Vitruvius, warned of the dangers of bad air, “For 
when the morning breezes blow toward the town at sunrise, if they bring with them mist from marshes and, 
mingled with the mist, the poisonous breath of creatures of the marshes to be wafted into the bodies of the 
inhabitants, they will make the site unhealthy.”

Diseases were not thought to be passed from person to person, but by association with bad smelling air, 
especially exhalations from swamps, marshes and stagnant water which produced “unhealthy vapors”. These 
vapors were often associated with rotting organic matter. 

In the 17th century, the term “miasma” came into use. Its origins are from the Greek word for pollution.  
Communicable diseases such as the Black Plague, cholera and malaria were thought to be spread by miasma, 

foul smelling air. The use of incense to cover the smell 
of garbage was considered a remedy or a means of 
disease prevention. To some, cleanliness became a 
means to avoid the odors of decomposition. Florence 
Nightingale was famous for keeping hospital rooms 
fresh and sanitary, not for any understanding of 
contagion, but to assure that her patients were not 
exposed to the smell of death and decay.

It is clear that the bad reputation of wetlands is 
deeply embedded in our culture. While we at OWA 
often sing the praises of the natural services wetlands 
provide, these tunes often fall on deaf ears in no small 
part because of the centuries of false assumptions 
that linger from our remote collective past. We will 
continue to write new music that will expand into a 
symphony of wetland melodies that, like incense, will 
overcome the noxious notions from long ago.  

Grand River Conservation Campus: 
A Partnership to Enhance Environmental Education

By Ray Stewart

You may already be familiar with the Grand River Conservation Campus (GRCC) in Ashtabula County, a part 
of The Nature Conservancy’s Morgan Swamp. OWA has held Vernal Pool events there, including a Spring 
2017 program by Ray Stewart at the opening of the new Dr. James K. Bissell Nature Center. The GRCC is 
part of a 2000-acre property owned by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) where people can enjoy a variety of 
recreational pursuits among some rare and unique habitats, including a hemlock/yellow birch forest, one of 
the rarest swamp forest communities in Ohio. Other features are a canoe/kayak launch on the Grand River, 
a fishing pier a playground, and a gymnasium that can be rented for public events.

TNC has partnered with Lake Erie College (LEC) to develop an Environmental Research Center at the 
GRCC. The center will provide an expanded educational opportunity with a career focus of environmental 
regulations, toxicology, wildlife management, fisheries management, agriculture, environmental research, 
environmental management or related careers. The center will be housed in what was originally a hunting 
lodge. The building itself will be upgraded to meet LEED Gold standards and have minimal environmental 
side effects. 

Fear of Wetlands and Decay
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Educational goals have been set for 
every age level student. It will provide 
experiential learning opportunities for 
grade school students and develop 
college-ready skills for high school 
students. For college students, lessons will 
develop research skills and environmental 
awareness. Educators will have 
professional development opportunities 
to improve the development and delivery 
of STEM education in Ohio. Members of 
the community will be invited to special 
environmental education events to 
maintain participation from residents in 
neighboring areas.

LEC is excited to announce an award 
in the amount of $25,589 to support 
planning and stakeholder engagement. 
Using the GRCC at Morgan Swamp 
Preserve and onsite facilities, this grant 
funding will allow LEC to serve as a 
hub of communication and interaction 
between K-12 educators, higher education 
institutions, and industry and government 
partners to determine how best to utilize 
the preserve and facilities to support 
science education and research in the 
region. Given the preserve’s ideal location 
and diverse ecological assets, both LEC 

and TNC will embark upon a strategic planning conference that invites broad participation and collaboration 
across academic research, scientific communities, government organizations, and the general public. Ray 
Stewart will represent Ohio Wetlands Association at this conference in March of 2020.

An output of the planning process will be a cohesive approach to regional educational efforts so our 
communities may, with the help of this LEC/TNC initiative, take ownership in the sustainability efforts of 
the regional community. Also, given LEC’s institutional emphasis on the sciences and research initiatives, 
activities supported by this grant will help the College determine the most impactful means of serving 
regional STEM teachers and LEC’s role as a hub of collaboration. Dr. John Tedesco, Dean of LEC’s School of 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics shares that “the ultimate goal of the conference and related activities 
supported by the grant is to develop a strategic plan that will guide focused educational and research 
endeavors.” As the strategic planning will also inform the renovations of an onsite lodge for the purposes 
of science education and outreach, he continues by stating that, “we hope that the conference and 
subsequent renovation of the lodge will serve as a catalyst to bring our regional community together to 
provide top notch STEM education while improving cooperative conservation efforts.” Of the grant award, 
LEC’s President, Dr. Brian Posler, voices enthusiasm for this accomplishment by saying, “LEC strives to be 
a leader in community engagement and collaboration that improves all aspects of the region in which it 
resides, and this extends to serving as a galvanizing resource to STEM research and education initiatives. 
It is rare for an institution to receive NSF funding of any size, and their support of our ideas and vision is a 
wonderful validation of our direction as a college, and especially in the sciences.”

To help fund a new $3.5 million research hub at the GRCC, the LEC School of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics will hold its third annual “Run for the Swamp” 5K road race each spring.

Editors Note: Excerpts in this article are taken from the LEC Research Center Request Booklet. For more on 
this see https://www.lec.edu/tnc.

Grand River Conservation Campus Master Plan
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